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**Synopsis**

After the first cult classic Damn! Why Did I Write This Book?, fans demanded a sequel. After tons of fan mail, tweets, and outstanding reviews from wrestling fans around the globe, JTG brings the heat once again. In this epic sequel, JTG not only brings you more career-threatening tales from his career, he also explains how to play "The Game". What is The Game? The Game is an unspoken set of power moves that are executed backstage. When a superstar politics and deliberately makes very strategic strides in order to advance in his or her career outside the wrestling ring, that's called Playing The Game. Want to know how some of your favorite superstars make it to the top of the wrestling food chain? Find out in JTG’s much anticipated sequel on how superstars play The Game.
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**Customer Reviews**

Ever wonder about some of the things that keep your in ring favorites from getting to the top? This is the perfect book for you. It is funny and a great insider peak at the hidden perils that can kill a performers career before it starts.

Genuinely one of the most entertaining wrestling memoirs I've read! It's a short book running in at 81 pages but unlike a lot of other wrestling biographies, JTG doesn't waste time and simply gets to what all of us want to hear about, hilarious stories on the road. Something else that sets it apart is hearing WWE stories from someone no longer associated with the company (and by his own admission, probably unlikely to be called back up). While JTG does protect quite a few talents in the stories, you’ll figure out who’s who and overall, it’s a refreshing change from the usual books.
published under the auspices of the WWE. Like Mick Foley and Jericho before him, JTG shows a genuine talent for prose and comedic writing and I sure hope he puts together some more books like this in the future. Highly recommended, you won’t be disappointed!

Great, funny, fast read! I downloaded the kindle version for $3.00, well worth it. I would drop a star for the paperback version because I feel $10 is too much for the book. It’s great, but too short in my opinion to warrant $10.

I’m a wrestling mark, so I enjoyed reading this book. Not as many typos as in the 1st installment. Learning about the inner workings of professional wrestling through humor and enlightening lessons makes this book worth reading. Highly recommended to all wrestling enthusiasts.

An honest and funny (and at times downright ridiculous) look at the life of a guy who was a part of the craziest sports entertainment company in the world. I read the first book too and this one is just as fun.

Tremendously fun and easy to read..any fan of pro wrestling should read both books written by JTG. His stories are funny and his writing style is super smooth!

The first book was awesome, this one also delivers a potato like Matt and Adam fighting over a ho, I woke up at 4am to get this book. A wise decision

great gift for wrestling fans and book readers. Nice store from someone who live it
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